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 BOTZ WILL BE BLOWN SOUTH First Of All...The Three StoogesAnd now for something completely different...If any of you guys here enjoy the humor of The Three Stooges (or have even seen one of their movies), you would really enjoy watching this. Link - Device Testing - January 29, 2018 The only real difference is that I did a good cleaning up of the subs (The only issue I had was with
some of the English dub subs for some of the scenes, but not enough to notice in the final viewing). Hopefully this will make things go smoother for my next upload Let me know what you think. More links: VIDEO EXISTED. I NEED TO MAKE A NEW ONE... Link - Device Testing - February 05, 2018 The quality of this video is much higher than the last one. I was able to make a 1080p version
instead of 720p Also, I was able to find a way to make subtitles for the subs that were included (This is for some of the English dub subs, not all of them). The only downside to this is the fact that I had to record the movie on a different device than the one it was recorded on, so I had to get a better computer so I could make a new recording. Don't know what to say... I just needed to get some videos
done and then when I felt like I was ready, I released them. I've still been to busy to work on it and now I am sort of afraid to upload another movie until I get some stuff done. Sorry Sorry for the lack of links (This is a really long post ) This was a very hard movie to record. I didn't record it on the same device that I watch the movies on, so it was a bit of a hassle to do this. The One Trick Pony is a lot

bigger than I expected. I had to record on a different laptop, so it takes some time to edit and sync up the subs and audio. Hopefully this will go well with the next one. Credits: - @MystikoMedia Subs: CharlesSoedarth (If you want me to fix any subs that you have, that would be great) - DC Multimedia Subtitles (Subs: Nick Ceja) - My English Subs 82157476af
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